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Calendar
Intuitive calendar view by month, week or day (not simply by list)

Calendar provides both current and historical view (back to 1998) 

Analyze a snapshot of the market through a detailed monthly calendar which includes relevant information such as total negotiated and 
competitive volumes 

Customize display options by setting preferences to control exactly what is displayed through an extensive list of data (including par 
amount, issuer, state, description, lead manager, ratings and insurance)

Simplify your view with collapsible sections in the daily and weekly calendars; expand sections for easy viewing of relevant information

Access sales results and bid information directly within the calendar
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Comprehensive and Intuitive Municipal Information Center

Come directly to the source for municipal new issue calendar and deal information

Ipreo’s Municipal Information Center (MuniIC) provides quick and accurate deal information on municipal new issuance through a flexible and 
intuitive web-based tool. MuniIC offers the most comprehensive and customizable municipal new issuance calendars and overview reports, for 
better market insight essential to making the best business decisions.
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About Ipreo

The marriage of deep industry expertise and dynamic innovation, Ipreo brings market-leading intelligence, robust technology, and superior customer service 
to all participants in the global capital markets. Bringing together state-of-the-art new issuance systems and premier global financial and investor data, Ipreo 
provides innovative technology and superior insights to all participants in the capital-raising process.

Overview Reports
Detailed account of the issue (including deal summary, bid specifications, series and maturities)

Easy viewing of relevant sections through collapse/expand feature

Straightforward report structure makes it easier to view winning and other bids

One-click print formatting 

Direct links to the issuer’s previous sale and Final OS on EMMA
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